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CEO’s welcome
WELCOME TO THE summer edition of Palm Lake Care’s “The
Difference” magazine. Looking back on the months since I last
sat down to pen this column for The Difference, it’s clear to me
that we have not taken our foot off the accelerator even for a
second. Our company has four new aged caring communities
underway, two of which have made impressive construction
headway over the past months. The majority of our Beachmere
building is now under roof with plaster, tiles and cabinetry
turning our two-dimensional plans into an exciting threedimensional peek into what life will be like for the residents who
will call this elegant Hamptons-style waterfront building their
new home next year. Palm Lake Care Beachmere is still on track for its mid-2020 unveiling
and we are now taking enquiries from families looking for winter respite placement and,
of course, permanent rooms. Our Toowoomba site is buzzing with concrete trucks and
tradespeople (and is on track for a late-2020 opening) while solid progress is also being
made for our next communities at Cooroy and Caloundra which will be our focus in 2021.
Palm Lake Group also continues to closely monitor the Royal Commission into Aged
Care Quality and Safety. While we know it’s an important process for our industry, the
disappointing thing has been how all aged care operators have been tarred with the same
brush when only a small percentage of Australian operators are actually under a spotlight.
An interesting knock-on effect is being felt right across aged care staff at all levels. Palm
Lake Care believes a strong staff culture (like we enjoy here among our four aged caring
communities) is mandatory to continue to deliver the exceptional aged care services we
have become known for. Among our workforce, there are hundreds of caregivers who
have devoted their working lives to supporting others. And so, as a company, we are
undertaking an important project to tell their stories. To celebrate their dedication in the
face of current industry perception. Turn to Pages 12-13 to read about Calley, Fern and Sam
who are typical of our workforce, and keep an eye on the Palm Lake Care website where
we will continue to celebrate our hardworking and dedicated people. We can build luxury
accommodation with all the bells and whistles, but it’s our people who really improve the
lives of our residents. Residential aged care operators like Palm Lake Care will always have
their place as community assets. We now need government and media support to bring to
life all the positives in our industry.
Finally, it was an absolute joy to spend time at Palm Lake Care Bargara recently where,
among other things, I got to enjoy dinner with five lovely female residents. If I could bottle
up that experience, including the great meal we shared, the ambience of the dining room,
the witty conversation and the laughs, it would be solid proof of the positive and joyous
experience that quality aged care operators can provide.

.
Pictured: An artist’s impression of Palm Lake Care
Beachmere which is due to open in mid-2020.

WHAT THEY SAY...
“I just wanted to share an experience I
had whilst visiting my mother at Palm
Lake Care Bargara. There was a bit of
a mix up in communication re: Latin
dancers coming to do an exhibition
(it was next month) but the residents
were certainly not disappointed as
the staff stepped up and delivered
an impromptu show. All the 50 or
more residents loved, joined in and
cheered. The Hokey Pokey was a firm
favourite! What a wonderful time mum and eight other residents from
Wisteria (the dementia wing, who
were encouraged to come along)
really enjoyed it. What wonderful
staff you have. Every day I am so
grateful that mum was accepted into
your care. They really have made a
huge difference to mum in just a few
months she has been there. Mum is
smiling and laughing again and looks
better than she has for the last few
years. I cannot thank you enough.
- Lorraine (Shirley Hurley’s daughter)
Palm Lake Care Bargara
“The care you provided brought
(mum) back from the brink and has
shown her the importance of not only
looking after herself but allowing
herself to be looked after.”
- son of a Memory Lanes resident,
Palm Lake Care Bethania. Memory
Lanes is our specialist dementia
micro village set amongst 1.5 acres
of wandering paths, gardens and
purpose-filled spaces where there are
no dead ends.

Care communities get closer
2020 IS SHAPING UP TO BE A
MOMENTOUS ONE FOR PALM LAKE
CARE WITH TWO NEW AGED CARING
COMMUNITIES RISING UP OUT OF
CONSTRUCTION SITES RIGHT NOW...

access to the great outdoors), deluxe
waterfront suites and couple’s suites
(to keep partners together) as well as
uninterrupted views of Moreton Bay and
direct beach access.

If the most recent artist impression of the
$35 million Palm Lake Care Beachmere
aged caring community is anything to go
by (pictured above), it will be one coveted
address for the 102 residents who will
call this distinctively Hamptons-styled
community their home.

As this magazine goes to press, our
Beachmere construction team reports
that exciting final features are coming
together nicely. Three-quarters of the
rooms have received plaster. Marblelooking feature tiles are being laid in
ensuites and are looking great. Cabinetry
is going in.

Manuel Lang, Palm Lake Group CEO

PALM LAKE CARE CONTACTS
New admission enquiries: Care Solutions Team. Phone 1800 246 677 or email
caresolutions@palmlake.com.au Join us: PLCRecruitment@palmlake.com.au
Account enquiries: Darleen Cruise. Phone 5552 1366 or email
PLCAccountsReceivable@palmlake.com.au
Human Resources: Amy Pein (AmyP@palmlake.com.au)
Care Solutions Manager: Jacinta Sutton (JacintaS@palmlake.com.au)
Facilities Manager: Paul Blair (PaulB@palmlake.com.au)
Clinical Governance Manager: Eleanor Morgan (EleanorM@palmlake.com.au)
Chief Operating Officer: Jason McMahon (JasonM@palmlake.com.au)
Chief Business Officer: Justin Willmore (JustinW@palmlake.com.au)
CEO: Manuel Lang (ManuelL@palmlake.com.au) www.palmlakecare.com.au
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ON THE COVER: Palm Lake Care’s care
givers are at the core of our success.
Read more about some of our most
dedicated employees on Pages 12-13.
STAY UP TO DATE EACH MONTH: Each
Palm Lake Care location has a separate
monthly newsletter which is available
to read at www.palmlakecare.com.au
(simply select the ‘News’ tab).
SUBSCRIBE TO OUR QUARTERLY
MAGAZINE: To subscribe to this free
quarterly magazine, The Difference,
email JacintaS@palmlake.com.au

Offering elegant Hamptons architecture
and interior design, not unlike Palm
Lake Resort Beachmere Bay which is
situated conveniently across the road,
this community is on track for a mid-2020
opening. It will be a stellar community
featuring 102 light and bright private
ensuited rooms (each with individual

Our Palm Lake Care Toowoomba project
is also progressing well toward its
anticipated late-2020 unveiling. As at
the start of December, slabs, frames
and trusses have emerged, giving the
construction site some shape. Our
Toowoomba aged caring community, like

Beachmere, will offer residential, respite
and palliative care options plus specialist
dementia care. Communal areas for both
include a café, hair salon, movie theatre
and multiple lounge and dining options,
as well as room service.
As per all our Palm Lake Care
communities, a vast range of interesting
excursions and engaging organised
activities (with weekly programs
individually designed by each local
lifestyle team to suit the special needs of
their community’s unique population) will
keep residents as busy as they want to be.
Do you know someone who would
love to live in one of our class-leading
communities? Expressions of interest now
open, as well as pre bookings for respite.
Contact Palm Lake Care’s Care Solutions
team on 1800 246 677.
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Big love for
little faces
INTERGENERATIONAL ACTIVITIES ARE AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT ON
EACH PALM LAKE CARE LOCATION’S MONTHLY ACTIVITIES CALENDAR.
OUR RESIDENTS THRIVE ON THE JOY THAT LITTLE FACES BRING.

An ABC TV documentary recently showed the effect on elderly people
of spending time with bright, young, fun-loving children. “Old People’s
Home For 4 Year Olds” was labelled “a social experiment” to decide if
encounters between young and old help transform the lives of the elderly.
Producers asked, could the solution to a better life for older Australians
be as simple as spending time with 4-year-olds? The series was well
received by viewers and has earned it a 2019 AACTA Award Nomination
for Best Documentary or Factual Program. However, this kind of ‘social
experiment’ has been going on for years in aged care and especially so
across Palm Lake Care’s own aged caring communities.
Palm Lake Care Bethania Lifestyle Team Coordinator Amber Blake
described “intergenerational activities” as those interactions between
members of different age groups, where participants are engaging in an
activity together. Amber herself watched the ABC series – and loved it.
“The benefits to both groups by the end of the experiment was, to me,
beautiful to watch,” Amber says. “What really touched my heart was
seeing a little girl at the beginning of the experiment who was having
trouble socialising with others who, by the end, was making friends with
other children and talking more at home.”

Pictured here and below: Intergenerational activities onsite, as well as excursions for our residents to visit young
children in their own educational facilities, are a regular (and
popular!) inclusion on all our monthly activities calendars.

In this particular example, the girl was paired up with an elderly
gentleman who thought he was no longer of value to anyone and didn’t
want to participate in anything.
“The unlikely friendship that the pair formed helped both of them
overcome the respective obstacles in their lives, gave them a sense
purpose and helped them try new things.”
Amber has seen similar results across her own residents’
intergenerational relationships. According to Amber, the benefits to both
groups in any intergenerational activity includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention of isolation and depression
Reduction in anxiety
Giving members of both groups a sense of purpose
Overcoming the fear of not being able to do something
Keeping family history stories alive
An increase in socialisation.

Amber says Palm Lake Care Bethania residents both receive visits by
young children and the residents also have excursions to local daycare
centres to spend time with the kids in their own environment.
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“We are lucky to have two different age groups that
come into our aged caring community to participate in
intergenerational activities. Students from the local high
school visit regularly as part of their education program
and we regularly visit other younger children at a local
daycare centre and they also come to us,” she explains.
Palm Lake Care Bargara Lifestyle Team Coordinator Kim
Milowski says “we love it when the children come to visit”.
“For example, most recently our residents joined in
with the children to make beautiful necklaces and
jewellery,” Kim explains. “They also played with Playdoh
with the kids to make some crazy creatures. The
intergenerational interaction is great and the residents
really enjoy those mornings.”
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NEWS BRIEFS

RESPITE

News in brief

Pictured: Molly with her
daughter, Cathy.

THE SILLY SEASON IS HERE
- AND YOU’RE INVITED!
Residents and their special friends, right across the Palm Lake
Care group, are invited to celebrate the coming festive season at
gala Christmas parties at each of our locations:
Palm Lake Care Bethania: Our Christmas party will be held on
December 11.
Palm Lake Care Bargara: Our Christmas party will be held on
December 20.
Palm Lake Care Deception Bay: Our Christmas party will be
held on December 18.
Palm Lake Care Mt Warren Park: Our Christmas party will be
held on December 17.

Support, is here
RESPITE (NOUN): A SHORT PERIOD OF REST OR RELIEF FROM
SOMETHING DIFFICULT
Palm Lake Care knows how phyically and emotionally difficult it can
be for families to care for elderly loved ones in their own home. For
the most part, these family members are not professional carers
and have their own families, jobs and other responsibilities on their
plate while also trying hard to support their loved ones to the best of
their abilities. While many understand Palm Lake Care offers fulltime
professional care in safe and even luxurious surrounds, our aged
caring communities are also home to residents enjoying respite.
‘Respite care’ is just that - a period of respite for all. Many families
traditionally seek out respite if they are planning to be away from
their loved one (on an overseas holiday, for example) and worried
about that person’s welfare. But for other families, the respite is
planned to benefit that loved one. Palm Lake Care’s Care Solutions
Manager Jacinta Sutton tells a wonderful story of her late mother,
Molly (pictured above), who used to book in for two weeks of respite
every June and every Christmas.
“She had four close, loving, adult children and terrific extended
family and she didn’t want us on the road during the crazy holiday
period of finishing school, sport, preparing for Christmas and
juggling work at the same time,” Jacinta recalls. “So, she happily
came on respite close to us. She enjoyed their air conditioning and
parties before joining us all at my sister and brother-in-law’s house
for the big family Christmas party.”
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Jactina says Molly grew to really love and look forward to those
respite periods in her chosen aged caring community.
“She would also go in during June because she loved watching
Wimbledon late into the night. She loved nothing more than sitting
up in her private suite with all meals supplied, a glass of something
special most days, endless cups of tea as well as company for a
game of cards between tennis matches,” Jacinta says.
“Using respite made it possible for Mum to remain in her
independent little village unit longer. She treated respite as a holiday
to look forward to and we all loved it.
“We all looked forward to visiting her in respite because we could
enjoy our time together there – we weren’t cleaning out her fridge,
shopping and preparing meals, helping with housework and more.
We all got a break and therefore got to really enjoy our time together
as a family, with Mum.”
Palm Lake Care is passionate about juggling vacancies to give
families a break, as most of the staff members (like Jacinta) are, or
have been, carers in their personal lives. When we opened our Mt
Warren Park aged caring community, Palm Lake Care committed
months to give families as much respite as we could before we filled
our permanent places. We will do that again around the opening
of Beachmere in mid-2020 and we have some vacancies now at
Deception Bay. To find out more about the benefits of respite and
how Palm Lake Care might be able to support you family in this
regard, contact our Care Solutions Team on 1800 246 677.

Stay tuned to our newsletters to see all the photos from these
festive events!

“

BOOK YOUR RESPITE NOW

A beautiful face in youth is
a result of fortune. A beautiful
face in old age is earned by
wisdom and kindness.

”

WE’RE BUILDING A BRIDGE
Residents of both Palm Lake Care Deception Bay and
Palm Lake Resort Deception Bay will benefit from
the construction of a bridge between the adjacent
communities. This direct link (work on which got
underway as this magazine went to print) is the result of
a commitment between Moreton Bay Regional Council
and the Palm Lake Group. Our company will supply
the bridge over the existing concrete causeway as well
as a small connecting path which will adjoin the main
council-constructed path.

With Palm Lake Care Beachmere scheduled for completion in
mid-2020, we are taking expressions of interest in respite care
bookings at this gorgeous Hamptons-style location before it
fills with permanent residents. Book your respite now for May,
June and July 2020 on 1800 246 677 or email us for more on
caresolutions@palmlake.com.au

Happy birthday to us! Palm Lake Care
Mt Warren Park celebrates its first
birthday in December!

Palm Lake Group is committed to building strong and
convenient connections between Palm Lake Resorts and
our aged caring communities. Many over-50s seek out our
newest luxury lifestyle community resorts to have the peace
of mind knowing that there is an adjacent aged caring
community right alongside, for that next stage of life.
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Food for thought
By ELEANOR MORGAN
PALM LAKE CARE’S
CLINICAL GOVERNANCE MANAGER

MEDIA REPORTING on aspects of the
Royal Commission, prompting many
articles written around nutrition in
the elderly, means food in aged care is
certainly a ‘hot potato’ - pardon the pun.
I am aware of articles stating “up to 50 per cent of elderly
Australians living in residential care are malnourished” as well
as “some care providers spend only $6.08 on raw food and
ingredients per resident per day”. In the most recent edition of
the RACQ’s Road Ahead magazine, Nathan Torpey quotes Maggie
Beer as saying “a budget of $10.50 per resident per day could
make a world of difference”. Appearing on ABC television program
Q&A, it sounded to me that good food could cure many things
according to this beloved celebrity cook.
As Clinical Governance Manager at Palm Lake Care, allow me
to explain our practices in relation to nutrition, hydration and
catering services across our communities. I will then share facts
around the ageing process that will frequently impact appetite.
Firstly, those publicised budget figures do not apply here. Palm
Lake Care menus are shaped by residents and are under constant
review as Food Focus Groups gather resident feedback on the
meals served. Palm Lake Care communities are equipped with
state-of-the-art kitchens run by Chef Managers and teams who
cook meals fresh on-site. Qualified nutritionists, with specialist
understanding of the needs of our elderly, consult to ensure a
variety of nutritionally appropriate meal selections rotate over a
four-week period.
Menus consider the many reported likes, dislikes, cultural
requirements and meal preferences - but always with an eye
on the nutritional requirements. The result delivers breakfast
to meet protein requirements, followed by three hot options at
lunch (one being a vegetarian option) with two hot options at
dinner. This is in addition to our ‘Anytime Menu’ items of soup,
sandwiches and salad being available at all meals. Palm Lake
Care residents enjoy a varied menu of 35 different meals per
week, not including breakfast. Over the four-week cycle, 140
different meals, with vegetables cooked and served in a variety of
ways, cross the dining tables in our communities.
Just when you think this is all our catering teams do, they also
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factor in food sensitivities, allergies and more. If a resident
requires the texture of their meals softened or modified, these
textured meals are individually prepared on-site to make it easier
to swallow and minimise the risk of a food-related incident.
Unintentional and unplanned weight loss is a Quality Indicator
that we report on to the Palm Lake Care Advisory Board and the
Federal Government via their Aged Care Quality and Assurance
Agency. When weight loss is identified, the individual is seen by
a dietician and a supplement often recommended. This might be
a high protein/high energy drink, which is calorically dense and
protein packed. Meals are also fortified (with cream, butter and/
or a flavour-neutral supplement added) to pack in more protein.
This is not new in aged care and hasn’t suddenly come to light
with clinical teams springing into action due to a recent finding
by the Royal Commission. This is a common practice that has
been happening since the time I started in the industry over 20
years ago. As nurses, we are passionate about providing every
resident with the best food and care possible. We devote our
working life to the dignity, respect, comfort and care of every
resident.

WHY ARE MANY AUSTRALIANS WHO LIVE IN
RESIDENTIAL CARE MALNOURISHED?
Many people are admitted into residential care already
malnourished having become increasingly frail at home. With
good nutrition, good hydration, good company and good care
this can improve for some over time.
The statistics for malnutrition in Australia’s elderly would be
similar in all first-world countries and there can be a variety of
causal factors:
1. Lack of exercise due to illness may reduce movement which
affects appetite.
2. Dehydration can cause loss of appetite. Many seniors don’t
drink enough fluids and become dehydrated more easily
because of age-related changes or medications.
3. Taste changes with age as tastebuds become less able to
detect flavours, so even favourite foods can seem bland and
unappetising leading to lack of interest and appetite.
4. Problems chewing, swallowing or eating independently mean
many older adults simply don’t want to eat. These problems
can be associated with medications, dental problems, stroke,
dementia, multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s to name a few.

5. Sensitivity to smell can develop resulting in feeling
nauseated and unable to eat.
6. Depression affects one in 10 seniors and often causes loss
of appetite. For many, eating alone intensifies feelings of
loneliness and isolation. A communal residential setting can
be an antidote.
7. Mourning loss of control and independence is something
most of us don’t think will ever happen to us. For some,
relying on others for assistance with those ‘normal’ daily
living activities leaves choosing whether to eat as a
remaining bastion of control.

None of us aspire to need 24-hour care. The emotional journey
associated with reaching a point of having to place a loved one in
residential care is a path built on grief, loss and frequent guilt. By
the time our Care Solutions Team have sourced the best place at
the most suitable location, we realise our families are emotionally
spent. We hope that from this point, you entrust us to do our job
of caring for your loved one, collaborating with us about their
changing likes and dislikes including favourite food and drinks.
We welcome the Royal Commission into Aged Care and know that
all providers are not equal. Palm Lake Care have the systems and
processes in place to ensure our residents receive the best care
and services available.
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PALM LAKE CARE

BARGARA

Around the grounds

Here, we
enjoy life

Pictured, top row: What a thrill for Palm Lake Care Bethania residents who recently enjoyed a visit from a few interesting reptilian friends.
The travelling reptile show was as informative as it was fun. Middle row: Deception Bay’s ‘Ekka’ day brought out the smiles. We had many
visitors stop by on this day. Below: Mt Warren Park residents won big at the annual local Beenleigh Show for their art and craft talents.
There’s no denying that the residents of Palm Lake Care Bargara
are proud of their beautiful home. So proud, in fact, that they
asked for it to be featured on a postcard! In an age of amazing
modern technology that can link people on different sides of the
globe in seconds, the old-school art of letter writing and staying
in touch with friends and family via traditional (and meaningful)
pen and paper is not lost amongst this age group.
By creating a Palm Lake Care Bargara postcard, they reasoned,
they could combine their love of letter writing with their pride
in showing others their beautiful home. A company with family
at the heart of its being, Palm Lake Care was more than happy
to oblige.
Palm Lake Care Bargara Service Manager Steve Wheeler says
the company had artwork prepared for the printer, featuring a
selection of beautiful images and on the reverse, a quote stating
“Here, I feel cared for...”.
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“We took the artwork back to a resident meeting for final
approval and were unprepared for their response,” Steve
explains. “The residents talked among themselves and said that
although they do feel ‘cared for’, the postcard wording just wasn’t
quite right. Instead, the residents took a vote and settled on
wording that states: “Here, I am enjoying life...”
“It was probably the loveliest thing we, as care givers, could have
heard,” Steve says.
With the final, updated artwork signed off (pictured above),
the postcards have gone into production and are making their
way around the globe as we speak, carrying the thoughts and
personalised well wishes of our aged caring community with
them. Here, at Palm Lake Care, we encourage and value resident
feedback and work with it to continually improve our aged care
offering. It’s how we stay relevant and ahead of the game. One
postcard at a time.
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“It’s an honour and a privilege to ensure someone passes with the
dignity and respect they deserve,” Calley explains. “But it’s just as
important for me to be keeping the families involved and educated
on the process so nothing’s a shock for them. In palliative care, we
take the resident and their families on a very important journey.”
As for her affinity for aged care, Calley’s reasoning is clear: “Older
people have given us so much in life – they’ve even fought for us,
for our freedom.” Nowadays, as Clinical Manager at Palm Lake
Care Deception Bay, Calley oversees a team of up to 60 nurses and
carers. There are meetings to attend and systems and protocols
to continually improve but, for Calley, there is always time for the
residents and their families. She ensures they are all kept happy and
their choices are respected. There’s the resident fisherman who loves
nothing more than to ride his motorized scooter down to the water’s
edge so he can throw a line in each week. It was Calley’s team who
put together a plan for how to ensure this gentleman’s requests (and
utmost safety) were met. Then there is the Palm Lake Care resident
choir and the ex-dancers in her dementia unit who love nothing
more than listening and moving to music. It’ll be Calley who you’ll
hear singing along and encouraging their participation - even though
she readily admits she’s “not good” on the vocals! Calley knows the
importance of leading her team by example. And it’s a stellar example
she sets. When we asked this clinical manager what it takes to fulfil a
role like hers, she took a moment to consider…

Our passionate people
ASK THE VAST MAJORITY OF PALM LAKE CARE’S STAFF AND
THEY’LL TELL YOU THAT WORKING IN AGED CARE HAS REWARD
WELL BEYOND JUST A PAYSLIP EVERY FORTNIGHT.
FOR THE RIGHT personality type, the role that aged care staff play
in supporting our nation’s older generation can be satisfying,
gratifying and downright heart-warming most days, even in what
can be the toughest of emotional environments. This country’s
aged care sector is being put through the Aged Care Royal
Commission wringer right now. While our newsfeeds are filled
with stories about questionable operators, this coverage revolves
around only a very minute percentage of our vibrant industry. Palm
Lake Care’s aged caring communities are filled with happy, safe
and well-loved residents who are cared for by equally as happy and
loving staff. To right the current balance of news coverage of our
aged caring industry, Palm Lake Care has, very deliberately, started
its own series of stories highlighting some of our brightest stars – be
they people we are honoured to care for, or, those people whose
role it is to provide that care. Here’s a selection of yarns that tell our
staff members’ stories but check out our website for more of the
good news.
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CALLEY AINSCOUGH
CLINICAL MANAGER, DECEPTION BAY
There’s a certain something that’s bloomin’ great about Palm Lake
Care Deception Bay’s clinical manager Calley Ainscough. As a 14
year old, Calley started her life’s path on a career in floristry. You
would think that working amongst the colour and vibrancy of a
myriad scented blooms all day would spark ultimate joy and give
any employee that highly sought-after sense of job satisfaction.
But for Calley, there was something missing. In her early 20s and
still working in floristry, Calley put up her hand one day to help out
a friend at a local aged care facility. It was through this stroke of
chance that a significant spark was ignited in Calley – she realised
that aged care was where she felt value and reward. That fateful day
was the precursor to what would become a decades-long career
in nursing and aged care. Calley worked as a carer initially then
studied to earn her stripes as a Registered Nurse. Since qualifying,
she has spent time nursing in the community as well as public and
private hospital systems. Through her experience, this mum of
three has been drawn to palliative care. It’s a tough gig for most
but, like we said, there’s something bloomin’ great about Calley…

“You need compassion, patience and understanding,” Calley says.
“I initially chose Palm Lake Care based on its values statement and
philosophy and, since I began here 10 months ago, the company
has proved to uphold these values in reality. I like the family-owned
aspect of Palm Lake Care. It’s a smaller organisation and our
residents get a more personalised service. It’s definitely not a cookiecutter approach. I feel valued here and enjoy the work environment.
What more could you want out of a job?”
FERN MARKWELL
LAUNDRY, BETHANIA
Have a think about how much laundry your average family produces
in one week. There are shirts and shorts, socks and jocks, more
underwear and even more outerwear. Then there are the pillowcases
and sheets and blankets to consider. In most family homes, “laundry”
can be a swear word. But not in Fern Markwell’s laundry. It’s Fern’s
job to manage the smooth running of the laundry at Palm Lake Care
Bethania. Now let’s take a minute to do some math. There are 150odd residents who call this aged caring community home. That’s 150
full sets of clothing each and every day, more bedding than you can
poke a stick at, and even the odd random handkerchief - just to throw
in that extra layer of complexity. Imagine collecting all that laundry
from 150 separate suites, transporting it to the on-site commercial
laundry facility, moving it through the complete laundering process –
sorting, washing, drying, folding, ironing – before returning all those
separate items back to their rightful owners – and all in the quickest
time possible. It can add up to around 30 commercial-sized loads on
any given day. It’s a job that takes an expert in managing operational
systems as well as an organised mind. And that mind belongs to Fern.
Fern has worked for the Palm Lake Group for nine years now
and has held a variety of roles from cooking in the kitchens and
housekeeping, to personal caring. But it’s the Palm Lake Care
Bethania laundry that this self-professed “jack of all trades” says
she “adores”. Yes, you read correctly. Fern “adores” her job. It’s

not the normal word you’d expect from a person who, for the past
three years, has been in charge of all that never-ending washing but
hers is a role where Fern’s innate capacity for organisation, time
management and systems is challenged daily and rewarded.
“I’ve worked since I was 15 and I’ve never enjoyed a job as much as
here at Palm Lake Care,” Fern says. “I really enjoy the residents and it
makes me feel great to be able to go over and above to impress them.”
Fern relays stories about how protective her residents are of their
clothing. Besides the furniture and precious trinkets they display in
their suites, the residents’ wardrobes are a big part of their identity.
And these residents come from a generation where properly pressed
clothing was non-negotiable. Fern has been asked to iron the
wrinkles out of nighties before now – and she does it with enthusiasm
because she knows how important it is for that particular resident to
look and feel great – even in her nightwear. And she also knows how
important it is for that resident’s family to know that their beloved
matriarch’s requests and choices are being completely respected by
the people entrusted to care for her.
“I enjoy my job because these residents are more like aunties and
uncles to me,” Fern says. And Palm Lake Care is grateful to have
dedicated people like Fern in our ‘family’ – where even the seemingly
mundane jobs are completed with skill, enthusiasm and a smile.
SAMANTHA LANE
PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANT, BETHANIA
There is little doubt that it takes a special kind of human to be an
effective Personal Care Assistant (PCA) in aged care. There are people
built for desk jobs. And others primed for manual labour. And then
there are those selfless humans whose job it is to simply make
other more needy people feel love, warmth, comfort, security and
happiness. Palm Lake Care is lucky to have many dedicated PCAs
assisting our residents across our four locations. At Bethania, Sam
Lane is one of those people.
“I have a big heart for our older citizens,” she admits.
Sam has spent the past five years working at Palm Lake Care and says
every day is different. She works across Bethania’s main aged caring
community as well as in ‘Memory Lanes’, the specialist memory
support village which is home to Bethania’s most in-need residents
who have dementia. She might find herself assisting residents at
mealtimes and with showering, for example, or she might simply be
the respectful ear that someone needs on any particular day. Sam
says such is the bond she shares with the residents under her care,
she finds herself staying in contact with family members of residents
who have passed on - her respect is that deep.
“It’s hard not to get attached to the residents,” Sam admits. “They are
like family. Most shifts, I leave feeling really good about myself.”
Sam tells a story about a new resident who was finding it hard
to adjust to his new home. Other staff tried to get through to the
gentleman without luck. But she persevered. And persevered some
more. She sat with the man on many occasions, building up a
connection with him. Sam says one of her most memorable days at
work was the “breakthrough” moment she had with that resident
who opened up to her and has since completely adjusted to his
wonderful new life in our aged caring community.
“It’s such a great job – I wouldn’t do anything else,” Sam smiles.
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PALM LAKE CARE

Bargara

Bethania

Deception Bay

Mt Warren Park

55 Wearing Road, Bargara QLD 4670
Phone 07 4331 0000

1 Goodooga Drive, Bethania QLD 4207
Phone 07 3086 3000

42-46 Bay Avenue, Deception Bay QLD 4508
Phone 07 3293 5800

33 Mt Warren Park Blvd, Mt Warren Park 4207
Phone 07 3444 6000

KEY LOCAL PERSONNEL
Service Manager: Steve Wheeler
bargaracarefm@palmlake.com.au
Admin: Donna Antrobus
Admin/reception: Colleen Dwyer
Clinical Manager: Julie Bryant
Clinical Nurse: Christie Webb, Alissa Heale
Lifestyle Team Coordinator: Kim Milowski
Chef Manager: Joanne Honeysett
Maintenance Officer: Richard Miller

KEY LOCAL PERSONNEL
Service Manager: Vanessa Gawith
bethaniacarefm@palmlake.com.au
Admin: Tricia Hargreaves and
Kylie Daley
Clinical Nurse: Koriri Enari and
Mischelle Taewa
Lifestyle Team Coordinator: Amber Blake
Chef Manager: Veijo Lehto
Maintenance Officer: Paul Bantoff

KEY LOCAL PERSONNEL
Service Manager: Kerry Mahedy
deceptionbaycarefm@palmlake.com.au
Admin: Lyndall Woolmer, Gillian Hodge
Clinical Manager: Calley Ainscough
Clinical Nurse: Veronica Quinn
Lifestyle Team Coordinator: Linda Riedel
Chef Manager: Amit Jyoti
Maintenance Officer: Allan Graham

KEY LOCAL PERSONNEL
Service Manager: Sue Daly (interim)
mtwarrencaresm@palmlake.com.au
Admin: Christine Richards
Clinical Manager: Caroline Bosnic
Clinical Nurse: Trish Bates
Lifestyle Team Coordinator: Leona Counsell
Chef Manager: Christopher Bayer
Maintenance Officer: Andrew Garrett

UPCOMING RESIDENTS’ MEETING DATES:
December 18, January 15, February 19
(third Wednesday of every month)

UPCOMING RESIDENTS’ MEETING DATES:
December 4, January 15, February 19
(check calendars to confirm dates)

UPCOMING RESIDENTS’ MEETING DATES:
December 17, January 21, February 18
(third Tuesday of every month)

UPCOMING RESIDENTS’ MEETING DATES:
December 11, January 8, February 12
(second Wednesday of every month)

HERE, WE ARE PROUD OF OUR CAREGIVERS

HERE, WE ARE THRILL SEEKERS!

HERE, WE ARE GREEN THUMBS

HERE, WE WELCOME THE NEW

We’ve just received our three-yearly accreditation
reporting back from the Aged Care Quality and
Safety Commission and we were pleased to note the
commission’s positive findings. While our community
ranked highly in all areas of reporting, one category
stood out to me. One hundred per cent of those
residents surveyed agreed that our staff are “kind and
caring”. “The service demonstrated consumers are
treated with dignity and respect. Staff were observed to
interact with consumers respectfully,” the report stated.
We put a big emphasis on employing staff with the right
‘fit’ for our community and this feedback proves that.

Whilst some may be a little scared of reptiles, not
our Bethania residents (see Page 11 for photographic
proof)! Our first Wildlife Week, paying tribute to
the late Steve Irwin, was celebrated with a number
of activities including a visit from some friendly
animals. I’ll admit that I was little scared to walk
into the lounge area whilst an albino python called
‘Lemon’, a crocodile, lizards and a bat were visiting,
but this was not the case for our enthralled residents!
Bringing an array of interesting visitors into our
building really engages our community and it’s a joy
to see.

Our gardens are flourishing in this wonderful
warm weather right now. We have a number of
residents who love their gardens and every inch
of spare soil in their courtyards is burgeoning with
plants, flowers, herbs and vegetables. It is also
a daily occurrence to see our chefs picking fresh
produce from the gardens to complement our
menu, and don’t we love it! Some exciting plans
are in the pot for our new café and hairdresser, as
well as lifestyle and environment upgrades for our
residents living in Harmony. Stay tuned for all the
exciting details.

Thank you for the warm welcome to your community. I
was lucky enough to be brought onboard early to spend
time with the Palm Lake Care Mt Warren Park team before
we open Beachmere in mid-2020 where I will be Service
Manager. This experience is allowing me to learn from
the best about how to work together to create the sort
of happy home that Palm Lake Care is renowned for. You
will see me through the corridors and at meals, at our
festive-season celebrations and in our quiet moments,
so please do say hi. I am keen to ensure our wonderful
caregivers have what they need to support our residents’
comfort, dignity and joy. Merry Christmas!

Steve Wheeler, Service Manager

Vanessa Gawith, Service Manager

Kerry Mahedy, Service Manager

Sue Daly, Interim Service Manager
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